Hausdorff-closed topological spaces in terms of arbitrary filterbases and a type of convergence for filterbases called /-convergence [2] , Before this, characterizations of these spaces via filterbases was by open filterbases [1] . In this article, we employ Herrington's characterizations to obtain characterizations of completely Hausdorff-closed spaces in terms of projections and in terms of graphs of functions into the spaces; both of these-projections and graphs-are utilized in conjunction with a class 5" of spaces containing as a subclass the Hausdorff completely normal fully normal spaces to effect the characterizations. See [1] for a survey of results on completely Hausdorff-closed spaces.
Introduction. L. L. Herrington recently characterized completely
Hausdorff-closed topological spaces in terms of arbitrary filterbases and a type of convergence for filterbases called /-convergence [2] , Before this, characterizations of these spaces via filterbases was by open filterbases [1] . In this article, we employ Herrington's characterizations to obtain characterizations of completely Hausdorff-closed spaces in terms of projections and in terms of graphs of functions into the spaces; both of these-projections and graphs-are utilized in conjunction with a class 5" of spaces containing as a subclass the Hausdorff completely normal fully normal spaces to effect the characterizations. See [1] for a survey of results on completely Hausdorff-closed spaces.
Preliminaries.
The closure of a subset K of a space will be denoted by cl(i£);ad£2 will represent the adherence of a filterbase 12 on the space. If 
\p, X: X -> Fare functions, E(\(/, X, X, Y) will represent {% £ X: \p(x) = \(x)\
and G(\j/) will represent the graph of \f/. The class of continuous real-valued functions on X will be denoted by C(X). If f Ç C(X), x £ X and H is an open set about/(x), we will call / and H an ordered pair for x and denote this by 2.1. Definition. A point x in a space is in the f-closure of a subset K of the space [2] . A point x in a space is in the /-adherence of a filterbase Q on the space (x G /-ad 0) if each F G fi and pair (/, H) x satisfy F C\ f~l{H) ^0.
Definition
2.3. Definition [1] . A space X is completely Hausdorff if for each pair x, y Ç X with x ^ y, there is an / G C(X) satisfying/(x) 9 e f(y)).
We state the following theorem without proof. 
for each x 6 X; (e) {%) = r\ C {x)g~l{g{x))
for each x G X.
In stating our next theorem, which may be readily established, we recall that a point x in a space is in the 9-closure of a subset K of the space [6] . We further recall from [6] 
2.6. THEOREM. The following statements hold for topological spaces X and F, subsets K and M of X and subsets P and Q of X X Y: [5] . We assert that the following theorem is valid.
THEOREM. A function \p: X -> Y is weakly-continuous if and only if ^(ad 12) C #-ad ^(12) for each filterbase 12 ow X.
These last observations motivate the following definition.
Definition. A function \p: X -> F is f-weakly-continuous
if ^(ad 12) C /-ad ^(12) for each filterbase 12 on X. Theorem 2.9 gives various characterizations of/-weakly-continuous functions.
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for spaces X, Y and function \p\ X -> F:
(a) yp is f-weakly-continuous-,
is continuous for each g Ç C(Y).
In [3] , a function \j/: X -» F is said to have a strongly-closed graph if for each It is clear from above that a function into a 1\ space with an /-stronglysubclosed graph has a strongly-closed graph.
Our next theorem gives several characterizations of functions with/-stronglysubclosed graphs. (\p) , //zere is a F o£>ew a&oz^ x and a pair (/, H) v satisfying *( I') n'(/-1 (#) -{*(*)}) = 0. (f) For me/? x G X and eacfe (some) open set-base 2 at x, we /zaz^ n 2 /-d(^(F-{*})) c {*(*)}. 2.13. Definition. Let X be a nonempty set, let x 0 G X, and let 12 be a filterbase on X; {A C X: x^ (z X -A or F U {x 0 } C A for some F Ç 12} is a topology on X which will be called the topology on X associated with x 0 and 12. A" equipped with this topology will be called the space X associated with x 0 and 12. We will denote this space by X(XQ, 12),
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for spaces X, Y and function \j/: X -> F; (a) \p has an f-strongly-sub closed graph. (b) For each (x, y) £ {X X Y) -G(\f/), there is a V open about x and a pair
The following easily established theorem is used frequently in the sequel.
2.14. THEOREM. Let X be a nonempty set, let x 0 £ X be a filterbase on X with empty intersection on X -{x 0 }. Then X(x 0 , 12) is in class S.
Characterizations of completely Hausdorff-closed spaces via graphs.
In [3] , it is proved that a Hausdorff space F is FF-closed if and only if all functions with strongly-closed graphs from a space in class S to F are weaklycontinuous. In this section, we present-via graphs-some characterizations of spaces satisfying condition CH (below), which has been observed by Herrington [2] to be equivalent to completely Hausdorff-closedness for completely Hausdorff spaces.
(CH)
Each filterbase on the space has a nonempty f-adherence.
We now use graphs to give several characterizations of CH spaces which are not necessarily completely Hausdorff. 
This gives y Ç /-ad <K^i) C/-ad i//(12). (Sufficiency).
Suppose 12 is a filterbase on F with/-ad 12 = 0. Choose x 0 £ F and let ^: F(x 0 , 12) -> F be the identity function. Let x t Y and let 12i be a filterbase on F(x 0 , 12) -{x} with 12i -> x. Then x = x 0 and 12i is stronger than 12; so we have/-ad ^(12i) = /-ad 12i C/-ad 12 = 0 C {^(x 0 )}. This means that G(\p) is /-strongly-subclosed. However, ^ is not /-weakly-continuous since x 0 G ^(ad 12i) -(/-ad ^(12i)). Thus F does not satisfy the condition of the theorem.
The proof is complete.
THEOREM. A space Y is CH if and only if for each space X in class S and bijections \p, X: X --> Y with f-strongly-subclosed graphs, E(\p, X, X, Y) is closed in X.
Proof. (Strong necessity). Let F be CH f X be any space, and \p, X: X -> Y be any functions with/-strongly-subclosed graphs. Let x 6 cl(E(^, X, X, F)) -E(\P, X, X, F). There is a filterbase 12 on £(^, X, X, Y) with 12 -> x. Since X has an/-strongly-subclosed graph, and \p isf-weakly-coninuous from Theorem 3.1, we get {\p(x)\ C ^(ad Î2) C/-ad^(12) =/-ad X(12) C {Hx)\. This is a contradiction.
(Sufficiency). Suppose 12 is a filterbase on a space F with/-ad 12 = 0. Choose Xo, 3>o G F with Xo 9 e yo and let 12i = \F -{x 0 , 3^0} : F £ 12}. Then 12i is a filterbase on F. Let ^: F(x 0 , 12i) -> F be the identity function and define X: F(x 0 , 12i) -» F by X(x 0 ) = ^0, X(3>o) = ^0 and X(x) = x otherwise. Then E(\p, X, F(x 0 , 12i), F) = F -{xo, 3>o} which is not closed in F(x 0 , 12i). We see that \p and X are bijections and we show that both have/-strongly-subclosed graphs. This will establish that F does not satisfy the condition of the theorem. 
will verify this. (b) G(\) is fstrongly-subclosed.
Let x £ F and let ft 2 be a filterbase on Y(x 0l fti) -{x} with ft 2 -• x. Then x = x 0 and ft 2 is stronger than fti; so we have /-ad X(ft 2 ) = /-ad ft 2 C /-ad fti C /-ad ft = 0 C {X(x)}. Thus G(\) is/-strongly-subclosed. The proof is complete.
THEOREM. A space Y is CH if and only if for each space X in class S and functions (one a bijection) \p, X: X -> Y with f-strongly-sub closed graphs, E(\j/, X, X, Y) = X whenever £(^, X, X, Y) is dense in X.
Proof. (Strong necessity). Let F be a CH space, X be any space and \p, X: X->F be any functions with /-strongly-subclosed graphs. From Theorem 3.2,
(Sufficiency). We follow the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.2 to the point immediately preceding the definition of X. We define X: F(x 0 , fti) -» F byX(xo) = ^0,andX(x) = x otherwise. Then E(\p, X, F(x 0 , fti), Y) = F-{x 0 } which is dense in F(x 0 , fti). By arguments similar to those in the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.2, we can show that G (\p) and G(\) are/-stronglysubclosed.
The proof is then complete.
4.
A characterization of completely Hausdorff-closed spaces via projections. In [4] , the author has proved that a Hausdorff space X is H-c\osed if and only if the projection, ir y : X X Y-> Y, takes 0-closed subsets onto ^-closed subsets for every space F in class 5. In this section, we give a similar characterization of spaces satisfying condition CH. The proof is complete.
THEOREM. A space X is C H if and only if ir

First countable completely Hausdorff spaces.
See [1] for definitions and results used but not given here. Observing that X (x Q , ft) is metrizable when 12 = {F n } is countable and X(x Q} 12) is Ti(X(x 0 , 12) is regular and \V(n)} denned by V(n) = {F n U (x 0 ))U {{x}:x G Z -(F n U {x 0 })} is a d-locally finite base), we may establish the following theorems by appropriate use of the first countability and arguments similar to those in the last section. We utilize the following notion in our next theorem. Proof. That (a) and (b) are equivalent is fairly immediate. We remark that (a), (c), (d), and (e) are established as equivalent statements by the appropriate use of the first countability and arguments similar to those in Section 3. 
